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Bestselling author Julie Cross teams up with Ford model Mark Perini to pen
a poignant and gritty YA novel about love and the dark side of modeling and
the fashion industry

Eve had it all-emphasis on had. She was a rising star with a modeling contract
destined to catapult her to celebrity...until the devastating night when she walked
away from everything, everyone in her life. Eve's worked hard to put her troubled
past behind her, and photography's given her a fresh start. She just never thought
her dream internship would force her back into the industry that broke her trust
and her heart.

Alex is a regular, good guy from Nebraska, but as an up-and-coming model, he's
learning that appearances are everything. The fake relationship Alex's agent
concocted for Alex and his underage costar? That'll land them both the hot jobs.
But Alex hadn't counted on falling for Eve, the girl behind the camera.

With careers and love on the line, Eve and Alex are about to prove you may want
what you can't have-but sometimes it's worth the risk.
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Bestselling author Julie Cross teams up with Ford model Mark Perini to pen a poignant and gritty YA
novel about love and the dark side of modeling and the fashion industry

Eve had it all-emphasis on had. She was a rising star with a modeling contract destined to catapult her to
celebrity...until the devastating night when she walked away from everything, everyone in her life. Eve's
worked hard to put her troubled past behind her, and photography's given her a fresh start. She just never
thought her dream internship would force her back into the industry that broke her trust and her heart.

Alex is a regular, good guy from Nebraska, but as an up-and-coming model, he's learning that appearances
are everything. The fake relationship Alex's agent concocted for Alex and his underage costar? That'll land
them both the hot jobs. But Alex hadn't counted on falling for Eve, the girl behind the camera.

With careers and love on the line, Eve and Alex are about to prove you may want what you can't have-but
sometimes it's worth the risk.
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Editorial Review

From School Library Journal
Gr 10 Up—Eve Nowakowski knows all about the ups and downs of the modeling lifestyle. Just a few years
ago, she was internationally known cover girl Eve Castle—but the life became too much to bear, and she
slipped into anonymity. Now a freshman at Columbia University, she discovers that photography is her
passion, and through a twist of fate she becomes an assistant to a famous fashion photographer, which puts
her right back in the world she tried so desperately to escape. At her first fashion shoot, Eve meets rising
modeling star Alex, and sparks immediately fly. However, Alex's agent has cooked up a plan for Alex and
another ingénue, underage French model Elana, to become fashion's new hot couple. Eve and Alex have real
chemistry, though, and they know that Alex and Elana's contrived relationship is not only dishonest: it is
illegal. Eve and Alex are then faced with a series of tough decisions that will put their new relationship to the
test. Presented in dual perspectives, switching between narrators Alex and Eve, this title is well written but
suffers from a weak plot. The instant love connection between the protagonists is unrealistic and the central
conflict between Eve and Wes, Alex's evil talent agent, is not enough to carry the story. Mature subject
matter, including alcohol use, eating disorders, and domestic violence, makes this a title suited to an older
teen audience. VERDICT An additional purchase for libraries that can't keep any "Gossip Girl" or "Pretty
Little Liars" (both Little, Brown) installments on the shelf.—Morgan Brickey, Marion County Public Library
System, FL

Review
"Engagingly and intelligently written, this absorbing novel should work as catnip to fashion-obsessed
readers." -  Kirkus Reviews

About the Author
Julie Cross is the New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of the Tempest series. Julie lives in
Champaign, Illinois. She can be found online at juliecrossbooks.com.

Mark Perini began his career as an international fashion model, while earning a business degree from Seton
Hall University. Mark lives in New York City. He can be found at markperini.com.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Joseph Kidwell:

Book is to be different per grade. Book for children until adult are different content. To be sure that book is
very important for people. The book Halfway Perfect seemed to be making you to know about other know-
how and of course you can take more information. It doesn't matter what advantages for you. The e-book
Halfway Perfect is not only giving you more new information but also for being your friend when you sense
bored. You can spend your spend time to read your guide. Try to make relationship while using book
Halfway Perfect. You never sense lose out for everything if you read some books.
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Rose Hilton:

A lot of people always spent their own free time to vacation or maybe go to the outside with them loved ones
or their friend. Are you aware? Many a lot of people spent they will free time just watching TV, or maybe
playing video games all day long. If you want to try to find a new activity this is look different you can read
the book. It is really fun to suit your needs. If you enjoy the book that you read you can spent all day every
day to reading a publication. The book Halfway Perfect it is extremely good to read. There are a lot of
individuals who recommended this book. These people were enjoying reading this book. Should you did not
have enough space to deliver this book you can buy typically the e-book. You can m0ore effortlessly to read
this book through your smart phone. The price is not too expensive but this book has high quality.

David Brouwer:

A lot of book has printed but it is unique. You can get it by web on social media. You can choose the very
best book for you, science, witty, novel, or whatever by means of searching from it. It is known as of book
Halfway Perfect. You can include your knowledge by it. Without departing the printed book, it might add
your knowledge and make you actually happier to read. It is most significant that, you must aware about e-
book. It can bring you from one spot to other place.

Jennifer Klein:

What is your hobby? Have you heard that question when you got college students? We believe that that
problem was given by teacher to their students. Many kinds of hobby, Everybody has different hobby. And
you also know that little person just like reading or as reading become their hobby. You must know that
reading is very important as well as book as to be the matter. Book is important thing to add you knowledge,
except your teacher or lecturer. You get good news or update regarding something by book. Many kinds of
books that can you go onto be your object. One of them is actually Halfway Perfect.
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